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Februaiy Meeting Info
The next meeting is
February 3, 2004
AT T H E H A R P E T H H I L L S
CHURCH OF CHRIST
The February Demonstration
will be conducted by
Ray Sandusky
and will be on Turning Lidded
Boxes. There is a 2 page
article in this newsletter that
was written by Ray and will be
covered in detail during the
demonstration.
See you there!

A Message From
the President:
Deryl Duer
I hope that
everyone has
been taking
the opportunity to spend a
little time
indoors turning. Our 2004
Symposium 2003 TAW President
Deryl Duer
in August
needs everyone to donate a turned
object for the live auction. I know
that each of us has something of
value that we can contribute. I
challenge everyone in the club to
bring at least one item for the auction.

m

I w i l l be hosting a Saturday turning event in February at my shop
in Leiper's Fork. For directions to
this event, please pick up a map
available at the February meeting,
or email me for a map. I f you do
not have access to a computer, or
i f you cannot make the meeting,
please call me for directions. M y
telephone number is 615-4001444. Please plan to bring a sack
lunch, or to plan to visit one of the
restaurants in Leiper's Fork for
lunch.

The club is in need of someone to
take over the Webmaster position
in our club. I f anyone is interested,
please email me or call me.
Deryl@digitalphotogroup.com
Our dear friend Willard Baxter is
unsure of whether or not he will
be able to be our auctioneer at the
symposium. I f anyone in our club
has auctioneering experience,
would you please contact one of
the board members? We need to
have a backup plan in the event
that Willard is unable to make it to
the symposium.
Also, the club is missing a few
items from the lathe cabinet at the
church. I f anyone knows the
where abouts of our Stronghold
chuck, please contact Bill Gray.

Interesting tree fact:
The tree with the Thickest
Trunk is Montezuma's Bald
Cypress, near Oaxaca,
Mexico. It has the thickest
trunk of all the trees of the
world, with a diameter
exceeding 40 feet! It is
said to have been about
1000 years old when
Montezuma was alive!

Notesfrommeeting with Chas
Morton, the attorney -

will be approaching.

By Deryl Duer and Ray Sandusky

2. What are the primary additional

ation fiom Arose oiganizations that we

costs of becoming a 501 c 3 corporaMonday, January 19th, 2004, John
Moss, Gene UicaTias, Ray Sandusky,
Randy Miles, Bill Gray and Deryl
Duer met with Chas Morton to discuss
the issue of taking our club to a 501 c 3
organization. The meeting was held to
an hour in length, but during that time,
those present at the meeting, were able
to ask all of the questions, and to
express all of the concerns that they
had concerning the pros and cons of
this issue. The following questions
were asked and answered:

tion?
A. The one-time Federal filing fees
for the incorporation of the 501 c 3
forms is approximately $500

A. The first and perhaps the most

2004 AAW Symposium Juried
Show - Orlando, F L

B. The annual Tennessee filing fee is
approximately $100 (a cost that we are

From Sea to Odyssey will be the

currently paymg for our present status)

theme of the AAWs next juried show,
which will premiere at the 18tir Annual
AAW Symposium in Orlando, FL, in
July 2004.

C. An minimum increase the amount
of annual accounting cost
D. An increase the number of documents that the treasurer will need to file
at years end with the State and Federal

We invite AAW members to take a

governments.

joumey of transformatioa Find some-

E. A need to give a statement to those
1. What are the primary benefits of
becoming a 501 c 3 corporation?

Additiaonlly, Tom Greek has notified
me that his company has found an
affordable insurance policy for our
club. I will pass on the details when I
have received them.

thing that will show and create a sense

baiefactors that have contributed to our

of vitality, emotion, and feeling fiom

club in amounts exceeding $250 in a

your material. Look for an aesthetic

calendar year.

experience using all senses at your dis-

F. The attorney's fee is $150/hour

posal —sight, touch, hearing, and

important benefit of becoming a

which is a discountratefor our club.

501 c 3 corporation, is the ability of the

The total legal and filing costs for this

chib to receive donationsfi-omcorpora-

incorporation will be between $1,000

Could your joumey incorporate water?

tions and individuals that will be tax

and $1,500. Chas Morton would notiiy

Incorporate the form, color, shape, tex-

deductible for the giver of the donation.

the board when he reaches the $1000

ture, or movement of the sea? The

The AAW local ch^ters who have

cost, andreporton the progress of the

show will open for a two-week exhibi-

already taken the steps to become a

filing, and give the club a report on the

tion at the Caribe Royale in Orlando.

501 c 3 corporation, are experiencing

remaining work and estimate cost of

an increase in the donations of both

completion.

time and services fiom both individual
contributors, and large corporations.

G. We will need toretaina CPA to
review the annual filings with the State
of Tennessee, and the IRS. This is a

B. By becoming a non-profit corporation recognized by the Federal gov-

Arrangements are imderway for the
exhibit to travel to additional venues.
This year's juried show (no invited
turners) is limited to AAW members.

step that we should be doing now, but
are not doing at present

ernment, we will create a larger sense
of legitimacy with our community.

smell.

Changing to a 501 c 3 corporation will

Applications are available on the
AAW web site at:
http-y/www.woodtumer. org

not necessarily mean that we have to
This increased sense of legitimacy may

change our club name.

be of benefit to our club as we ask for
considerations fiom our contributors

The change will require the election of

and supporters. For example, as we

new oflficers and board members at the

begin to look for a new meeting place

that time the new 501c3 corporation is

for our club meetings, we may receive

formally launched.
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January Instant Gallery
Most of the photos by Ray Sandusky

Brevard Haines turned andfluted this hollow vessel using a router mounted on the lathe with a carbide bit - beautiful work!

James Wheaton made a locomotive
for his Grandson s 7th birthday - a
very detailed, scale model - Good one

Tom Greek made a top and
box to put it in out of exotic
woods

John Moss displayed another of
his fine platters with the addition
of carving, burning and painting.

Doug Snyder shows a thin
walled vessel that was pierced
and dimpled with a dental drill
lots of time spent in meditation
over this one!
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Ernest Sherrill displayed a beautifully turned and carved ornament.
The Tennessee Turner

Ray Sandusky^ turned a
humble little nut bowl that
he called his Zen Bowl very basic in form and size

Fred Takacs with an Osage
Orange bowl he made during
one of his classes.
February 2004

The Joys of Discovering
theUseofToois
by Julian Nicholas
I would like to share with you
some o f the joys we learning
woodturners experience as we
begin the long road to turning proficiency. As we all know we
employ, and pay considerable
amounts of money for certain tools
in order to create a living article
from the mental vision we see in
the "rough diamond". But in order
to create this article of beauty, (as
so many of you do i f the exhibits
shown in various wood shows and
magazine articles are any indication) we must first understand the
uses o f the various tools. So 1 listed four tools that I was shown how
to use in a basic woodtuming
course 1 took and decided to look
into their meaning as defined by
Webster's Dictionary. This is what
1 discovered.
The Gouge: Now we don't have to
be Einstein to conjure up a picture
of what this tool does, do we?
How do you think Webster
Dictionary defines it? "A chisel
with a convex cross section for
cutting grooves." Yes, some of my
work looks like this.
The Parting tool: A modification
of Mr. Webster's definitions for
this is: "A tool for separating into
two or more parts." Yes this also
had happened to me on occasion.
The Scraper: This tool, according
to Webster, causes us to " bring it
into contact with something hard
or rough in such a way as to injure
or graze it". On this basis, Mr.
Webster has informed me that as
soon as 1 introduce my scraper to
my turning 1 am going to injure it,
to say nothing of my ego. And
what of my poor instructor's feelings who went to great lengths to
show me how to sharpen a scraper.
It must come as quite a shock him,
to find out that all I had to do was
use a "rough, hard" tool. Then
there is my favorite tool, the one
The Tennessee Turner

that strikes fear in my heart.
The Skew: I can hardly wait to see
what Mr. Webster has to say about
this. Oh nothing 1 haven't already
experienced! "To lack symmetry or
to deviate from a straight line."
Isn't that the tmth. I wonder how
many times beginner such as
myself have deviated from a
straight line with this tool, and I
wonder how many unusual terms
we have invented to rename it.

"The Spirit of Trees" is a book in
two halves. Each blended seamlessly into the other by their deep
descriptions of everything arboreal.
THE SPIRIT OF T REES

So to summarize my findings, the
art of turning seems to involve
using:
a gouge to cut grooves,
a scraper to injure the wood,
a skew chisel to deviate from a
straight line and,
a parting tool to separate the turning into several parts when I see
how much damage the other tools
have done to it.
Well as a learning turner, my feelings are somewhat comforted as,
based on the results of some of my
projects, I appear to be using my
tools in the manner prescribed by
Webster.

BOOK REVIEW
by Tobias Kaye

Spirit of the Trees
Science, Symbiosis and
Inspiration
by Fred Hageneder
This is a most remarkable book. It
is with delight that I recommend it
to you.
Too often books on trees or wood
that I have enjoyed have been one
sided. Either beautiflil, but lacking
in real substance; or fascinating in
their technical detail, but without
any artistry. This book explores
both the beauty and the science,
viewed through the eye of man's
relationship with trees.
4

In the first half Hageneder
describes trees and forests as the
foundation o f life on earth. Trees
underlie man's mastery of fire, the
development of architecture, and
of transport. Forests and their
exploitation and decline underlie
the rise and fall of nations and
economies.
Nations are built not only by war
and property, but by cultural identity. Trees have been deeply
involved with this also (until the
last, disastrous century).
Hageneder traces the role of trees
in sustaining human soeial life
from prehistoric times through
myth and the roots o f early cultures to modem times.
Every point that Hageneder makes
is backed up with a scientific reference or quote, which is good, for
this author has explored the front
edges of developing natural science to bring us some amazing
details. You may hear the odd
creaking as your mind is opened,
but that is part of the richness of
this book. For example the scientific mysteries and unanswered
questions of water are, apparently
exactly what make life on earth
possible. Water is deeply affected
by trees and forests. In its molecuFebruary 2004

The Basic Rules of Wood Turning:
by Coer du BalB
In addition to general safety rules, wblch apply equally to the nse of any machinery, there are 'roles'
specifically related to the turning of wood which need to be followed vriienever you're at the lathe.
1. The speed of the lathe must be adjusted to suit the size, balance, length and condttian of the timber being turned. The larger the work diameter, the slower the lathe speed needs to be. Uthepleoe
you're turning is out of balance, then you need to start turning at a slow speed, until you've evened It
out a bit. If the workpiece Is long In relation to Its diameter, then it Is l l k ^ to '^Nhlp' - or, technically
to'^riilrr'- If the lathe speed Is too h l ^ Finally, look at the timber ItseU. Are there loose bits of
bark? Is it In the process of decay? Are aiQr parts of it unsound? Is It homogeneous - that Is are
some bits heavier than others (usually one side could be heavier than the other due to differing densities of sapwood and heartwood)? If the answer to any of these is 'Yes', then you probably shouldn't
be turning that wood at this stage of your development! If you must, then take extreme care and
start off very - very - dsmty and carefully.
2. The tool must restfirmlyon the toobest before It Is brou^t Into contact vrith the rotating wood
and must never be lifted off the toolrest as long as It Is In contact with the timber.
3. An woodturnlng tools are ground with a bevel to produce the cutting edge. This bevel must be in
contact with the timber at all times ^lilst the tool is cutting thus giving support to the catting edge
and controlliiigthe depth of cut. (The exception to this is in the case of scrapers and certain specialist tools, but let*s keep it simple for now.)
4. The section of the cutting edge ^ilch is In contact with the work must be in line with the point of
contact with the tool on the toobest to gain adequate support. This ensures that the tod cannot be
twisted, or rotated, by the force of the timber against the tod acting to one side of the point of contact between tool and toolrest.
5. Always cut the wood in the way that it likes to be cut. This is maybe the most frequently-repeated
phrase in woodtuming instruction and ewes its origin to Frank Paine, the 'Father of Modem
Woodtuming. In essence, it means always cutting'downhill'. That is, from the largest diameter to
the smallest diameter. Think about the action of a plane on timber you always cut 'with' the grain if you dont, the wood splinters up and leaves a rough surface. The same applies in woodtuming.
6. When using 'scriq>ing tools, keep the point of cutting bdow the centreline of the worlqilece ^len
working on the outside and above the centreUnevriien turning the inside of, for Instance, a bo^
These tools are always used trailing sll^tly (5 d^rees) bdow the horizontal, in side elevation, and
flat on the todrest in section/end devatlon.
7. Always remove waste from the areas of most waste,first.If you're turning off a comer, start
removing wood at that comer and gradually woi^ your way back along the worlq)leoe until you've
reached the desired form. Don't expect to push your way into the timber and remove all the waste in
one 'go'.

The Tennessee Turner
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Turning a Lidded Box

Tools needed for turning boxes:

By Ray Sandusky
I f you are adventurous like me,
you have attempted to turn a lidded box at some point in your
experience as a woodtuming
enthusiast. Like me, you may
have reached the point where you
try to place the lid on the base and
discover that it does not fit!
Then you scratch your head and
wonder what happened... Well,
this document may contain the
answer to the conundmm of turning a lidded box with a lid that
fits!

1.
2.
3.
(Chris
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

A self centering chuck
VA," parting tool
1/16" thin kerf parting tool
Stott or Melvyn
Firmager style parting tool)
1/2" bowl gouge
'A" spindle gouge
various scrapers
A" skew chisel
Locking Dial Calipers
Box blank
Patience

Step 1: Select a suitable blank.
A box blank should be relatively
straight grained and free from
checks, cracks, shakes or other
major defects. Normally, it is not
advised to use green wood, unless
you plan to twice tum the box. It
is best to use wood that is semidry - but not completely dry.
Step 2: Mount the blank between
centers in the long-grain perspective.
Tme up the blank so it is cylindrical.
Step 3: Tum a tenon on each end
to fit the chuck jaws

This is a process document not a
design document. It is my opinion
that you design the box based on
what you think is a pleasing fomi.
It is going to have your name on
it, why shouldn't you be original in
your design?

The Tennessee Turner

This is the second most important
step in the process, so be sure to
make the tenons on each end of
the cylinder!
Step 4: Using the parting tool, cut
a 'A" kerf into the cylinder where
you want the lid to join the base of
the box
Step 5: Using the 1/16" parting
tool, part the base from the lid
6

making sure your kerf is being cut
into the base end o f the %" kerf
that was made in step 4
Step 6: Remove the resulting two
pieces from the lathe, remove the
spur drive from the headstock and
replace it with the scroll chuck.
This may be a good time to
inspect the wood for any cracks
that may have opened or to see
how the grain pattern will appear
on the finished piece - i f there are
any unique features, you may want
to be sure to account for that when
designing the form of the finished
box. It is also a good idea to keep
in mind where you are going with
your workpiece at all steps along
the way from blank to finished
product.
Step 7: Select the piece that w i l l
become the lid and mount it into
the chuck, using the tenon that
was tumed in Step 3 in the compression grip mode of the jaws.
This is the most important step in
making a lidded box. Turn the
lid first!
Take note of how much wood is
mounted inside the chuck jaws, as
this may be able to be used as a
part of a finial, i f one is planned
into the design of your box.
Step 8: Hollow out the inside of
the lid, making sure you have a
replica of the forai that is planned
for the outside of the box's lid.
The inside curve o f the lid should
match the outside curve. You may
also want to consider using the
underside of the lid for additional
surface decorations like beads.
February 2004

coves or chatter work.
Step 9: Tum a shoulder on the
inside of the lid so it will mount
on the scroll chuck jaws in the
expanding grip mode.
Make sure that the shoulder is
deep enough to securely hold the
lid on the chuck. Pieces held in
expansion mode are more apt to
fly off the lathe when/if a violent
catch occurs.
Step 10: Sand the underside of the
lid, making sure not to use the
paper on the outside of the shoulder that will be used to fit the lid
to the base.
Step 11: Remove the lid from the
chuck, turn it around and remount
it on the chuck in expansion mode.
TIP: I often use duct tape to
add additional security to the
pieces being held in the expansion mode.
Step 12 Tum the outside form o f
the lid, making sure it matches the
shape of the inside.
Step 13 I f you want to include a
finial in your boxes design, it
should be completed at this time.
I f you want to inlay another
species o f wood or another material, make the recess for that material at this time.
To make the detail on a finial, it is
best to use the skew chisel, as it
has the versatility to make the var
ious features (like beads, bird
beaks, coves and pommels) of the
finial. Finials are fun to make and
can take many forms, some classic, some never seen before - the
The Tennessee Turner

finial is where you have the most
freedom to add an individuality to
your particular box.

the sandpaper often leaves lines
that are difficult to remove - especially on the inside of the boxes.

Step 14 Sand the exterior o f the
box, making sure you do not
change the shape of any o f the features, especially on the finial.

Step 20: Shape the exterior of the
box, making sure to have a well
defined lip at the top o f the box
and making certain to reach the
final thinness with as few tool
marks as possible.

Step 15 I f you want, you may
apply a finish to the lid - probably
the best finish for a box is lacquer,
but you may use what ever you
are comfortable with using.
Step 16: Remove the l i d from the
chuck jaws and apply the finish to
the underside of the lid.
I f you applied the finish to the
underside earlier, you would have
had a problem with the grip or
with the excess slinging off onto
your glasses while turning the outside of the lid.
Step 17: Mount the piece that will
be the bottom of the box into the
chuck's jaws using the compression mode.
Step 18: Using the calipers, measure the exterior diameter of the
lid's shoulder. This will be the
smallest diameter of the inside
measurement of the base's lip.
With the skew, mark the interior
diameter and begin a furrow for
the bowl gouge to use as a guide
for the next step.
Step 19: Using the bowl gouge
and scrapers, hollow out the base's
interior seeking to get a final
smoothness that requires as little
sanding as possible.
You want to minimize sanding
because of the limited space and
7

The lip may be cut at an angle
which slopes downward an in so it
w i l l make contact with the lid at
the point which will produce the
best profile. I f the lip is not
formed properly, it will affect the
form and the quality of the finished box.
Step 21: Refine the form o f the
exterior to the desired shape.
At this point, you can add grooves,
coves or other markings to complete the design of your box.
Step 22: Retrieve the lid and test
fit it to the base, making sure to
align the grain.
It may require additional shaving
of the interior of the box to get a
good fit. I think it is good to
"sneak up" on the final sizing of
the fit. The fit of the lid should be
just snug enough to keep the lid
from falling off i f the box is
tumed upside down.
Step 23: Sand to desired finish
smoothness.
Step 24: Part the box's base off at
the desired point, using the A"
parting tool first, then the thin kerf
tool at the center - this w i l l ensure
a smooth part with a small nub left
that can be easily removed.
February 2004

Step 25: Tum the base around, rechuck it in expansion mode and
finish the bottom.
Step 26: Remove the base from
the chuck, fit the lid and place it
on a smooth surface to check the
form, fit and finish.
Step 27: Show it to your wife and
never see it again or hide it until
your next show either way, you
will find an appreciative audience.
There are a number of books that
go into greater detail on tuming
boxes that are available. I have
read them all, but did not really
get it until I made about 20 boxes
in a row. It is best to make a
bunch and leam the process as you
make. The more you make the
better you w i l l get!

world scale maps showing magnetic variations over forests and
deforested areas.
On a smaller scale, the chapter
Botanical Basics describes the
inner stmcture of the tree, wood,
bark sap leaves, how they differ
between species, how they
respond to injury and stress, and
how they die to become the timber
we so love to work with.
This is just half of the book. The
second half describes the native
trees of Europe and the Northem
Hemisphere. Here rich paintings,
beautiful photos and excellent
drawings complement the text.
The selection draws on ancient
cultural traditions and adds-in
trees important to modem times,
arriving at 24 trees representative
of European culture. Each is given
a chapter of its own.

lar structure and its springing as
brooks, in its rising as sap and
mist, in its falling as rain and in
the health of its rivers, water
depends on trees for a healthy
cycle.

Drawing on many years of studying the trees in their historical,
cultural, and ecological standing,
these chapters are subdivided into
the following sections. Under
Physical Appearance we get closely observed descriptions. Under
Healing there is wide list of medicines, both mainstream, herbal,
homeopathic, and floral that the
tree is used for, even including
descriptions of their making.
Under Tradition, ancient lore, folk
tales and fairy tales that give the
tree importance are mentioned or
described. One poem is dated at
1500BC. In Inspiration, the last
section o f each chapter, that part
of the tree that poets and artists
connect with is characterized with
remarkable beauty and sensitivity.
The author himself is an artist having painted some of the paintings
and composed and performed
music for cultural celebrations of
trees.

I also leamed remarkable facts
about the electromagnetic life of
trees, how it fluxes over daily and
annual rhythms, and how it regulates the magnetic field of the
earth. This is backed up with

This rich combination of science,
lore, poetry and art is for me the
fullest compendium of the nature
of trees that I have come across. I
am thus writing to recommend it
to you.

The books I have read are:
Chris Stott - 50 Box designs
Richard Raffen - Tuming Boxes
Robert Chapman - Woodtuming
- A Fresh Approach
I f you would like to see more of
my work, please visit my website
at www.artisticwoods.com.

Spirit of Trees Book Review
Continued from Page 4
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A Cheap Homemade Wax
by Rex Haslip
I use a lot of wax finishes, and one
of my favorites is very simply to
make, is very cheap, and wears
quite well. It is a Beeswax polish.
There are only two ingredients and
it is very easy to make. The ingredients are beeswax, and vegetable
turpentine (also known as artists
turps). You need to melt the wax,
and then add an equal volume of
turpentine to it and then mix it all
together.
A double boiler is handy here.
This is a heating device that consists o f two pots, one inside the
other. The outer one is filled with
water, and when heated, this water
transfers the heat to the inner pot.
Thus the maximum temperature of
the inner pot is the boiling point of
the water, thus adding the safety.
Also, the heat is general over the
entire surface, rather than localized at the element or heating
source.
WARNING - Please be careful
during this melting and combining
process as the turpentine is a flammable liquid. The mixture w i l l be
hot and could cause bums.
You w i l l need to store the mixture
in an airtight container when it's
not being used, or you will end up
with plain beeswax again; after a
short while as turpentine evaporates easily.

Most turners run their lathes
too fast If the shavings hitting
your hand feel hot, the RPM is
set too high and will only result
in a poor cut and premature
dulling of your tool edge.
February 2004

Calendar of Events
ARROWMONT
March 14-20
March 21-27
March 28-April 3
April 4-10
April 11-17

Lyie Jamieson
Ray Key
Ray Key
Mike Mahoney
Jacques Vessary

WOODTURNING: START T O FINISH
WOODTURNING: ARTISTIC & FUNCTIONAL
STRIVING FOR THE ULTIMATE F O R M
F I N E R POINTS O F W O O D T U R N I N G
A CANVAS O F G O O D F O R M

J . Campbell Folk School
Feb 1-7
Hollow Turning to Texture & Carve •
Feb 8-14
The Joy of Woodtuming •
Mar 14-19
Pragmatic Woodtuming (Sun-Fri) •
Appalachian Center For Crafts
Feb 28 & 29
K i m Winkle
March 13 & 14
Bobby Clemmons

Cliff Lounsbury
Jim Leonard
Jamie Donaldson

Decorative Wooden Candlesticks
Turning Green Wood

As Seen On the Intemet
Compliled from posts on the reccrafts.woodturning newsgroup by Ray Sandusky
Q. I am looking for a non-powered respirator and face mask combo unit, but can not seem to find any.
Does something like this exist that does not cost an arm and a leg?
A, 1 use a 3M 68P71, Full Face mask. It has P95 filtration. It cost ~$150. It goes easy over glasses.
Comes with extra filters, and face shield protectors.

Q. I have seen some nice bowls, etc and the turner has signed the bottom with burnt writing, almost like a
pen. Is there a wood burning tool that will will .stay hot enough to literally write with?
A. 1 use the Detail Master "Excalibre". It has 130 watts and two controls. Dick Sing has a book that
describes haw to alter the tip so you get a nice fine line. "Turning Bowls" After you alter the tip practice, practice, practice! Start at a low temp and turn up the watts as you need them. It's easier than
trying to lower the temps.
Q. I see a variety of sizes ofphoto booths. I would like to hww what would be a good size for items form
pens to large bowls (I have a 20 " lathe). Would like to know height, width, and depth.
A. 1 built 4 photo booths for my class. They were 32" square. This worked well for a wide variety of
artwork. 1 started off making 3 square panels but because 1 teach and end up shooting different types
and sizes of work 1 now make the top panel rectangular. This lets me move the panels close for small
pieces and further away for larger pieces simply by rotating the top panel.
I've made my side panels free standing. 1 came up with a better simpler design this week and will build
it Saturday and try to post a photo. This way the top panel can just sit on top of the side panels, makes
it quicker to set up and take down. The downside of the rectanglular panel is the bungee cord self
assembly system doesn't work very well because the panel won't fold up very small like the square
panels do.
(John Lucas)
The Tennessee Turner
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